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Systems engineers have recently been investigating the definition and utility of “system readiness functions” for the analysis and engineering of complex systems. From a mathematical viewpoint, these are functions on weighted, attributed graphs. In this talk I will discuss system readiness functions as invariants on weighted, attributed graphs, and define a set of axioms that these functions should satisfy, as well as some properties that an engineer might find desirable. I will show that the current approaches to system readiness functions in the literature do not satisfy the axioms. I will close with progress towards a proof of the following conjecture: aside from the “trivial” functions minimum and maximum, there are no functions that satisfy the axioms. This essentially says that to determine the “readiness level” of a system one need only consider either the minimum or the maximum of the readiness levels of the components of the system. This would suggest that the approach to the analysis of complex systems through systems readiness functions is flawed. (Received September 21, 2012)